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How Cisco IT Migrated High-Volume Linksys Contact 
Center to IP Network 

Cisco Unified Contact Center solution receives and routes 40,000 calls per 
day while providing greater flexibility and availability. 

When Cisco Systems® acquired Irvine, California-based Linksys 
in mid-2003, Linksys contact center volume surpassed that of the 
other 60 Cisco® contact centers combined. The existing Linksys 
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PBX system was already strained to capacity, and call center volume 
was projected to grow from 16,000 calls per day to 40,000.  

Linksys needed a scalable call center solution that also would 
drive operational efficiencies. The solution would need to intelligently 
route 99 percent of incoming calls to two outsourced call centers in 
India and one in the Philippines. California was, at that time, suffering 
widespread electrical outages that could not be allowed to bring down 
the contact center. Linksys had a contract with a carrier that did not 
support pre-routing, in which the carrier routes calls based on caller’s 
menu selection. Therefore, the contact center would need an 
infrastructure that could support post-routing, and receive and route 
tens and thousands of calls each day. 

The solution: Cisco IP Contact Center (IPCC). By using the same 
enjoyed by other Cisco contact centers, the Linksys contact center would enjoy the benefits of centralized 
ment and support from the Cisco Global Support team.   
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ksys Contact Center now receives and routes nearly 40,000 calls per day. Contact center managers can 
e volume of calls sent to each outsourcer on a minute-by-minute basis—which would be required in the 
at one of the outsourcer’s voice circuits failed, for example—without any involvement by the carrier.   

hen Linksys introduces a sales promotion, the contact center can activate new 800 numbers in a 
f hours, compared to days required with the original contact center technology.  In addition, improved 

ity and support, and redundant data centers, servers, and tele-communications facilities help ensure 
s continuity. If problems do arise, they’re easier to resolve now that the Linksys contact center is part of Cisco 
ontact Center operations. Moves, adds, and changes are simpler as well—contact center agents can move 
er desk in a few seconds by simply disconnecting their Cisco IP phones and reconnecting them in the new 
. 

 August and December 2004, the Cisco IPCC for Linksys routed 2.2 million calls  

tudy:  http://www.cisco.com/web/about/ciscoitatwork/case_studies/ipcommunications_dl9.html
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FOR MORE INFORMATION 
To read the entire case study or for additional Cisco IT case studies on a variety of business solutions, visit Cisco on 
Cisco: Inside Cisco IT www.cisco.com/go/ciscoit

NOTE 
This publication describes how Cisco has benefited from the deployment of its own products. Many factors may have 
contributed to the results and benefits described; Cisco does not guarantee comparable results elsewhere. 

CISCO PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE.  

Some jurisdictions do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties, therefore this disclaimer may not apply to 
you. 
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